
Corona Virus Vaccines and CDS*

Lately we have been inundated with bad news about corona virus vaccines. There are many people who
are  afraid,  and  not  without  good  reason,  because  it  turns  out  that  all  the  vaccines  from  all  the
manufacturers contain both nano-graphene and magne;te crystals.

The real reason the pharmaceu;cal industry is adding nano graphene to vaccines is because it provides a
higher transfec;on factor. 

One of the substances used in these vaccines is the biomaterial from which diploid cells of aborted fetuses
are made. 

It is not only an ethical problem, but also a technical one, because there is not enough raw material to
produce millions of vaccines. What is the technical solu;on for this problem? 

They  use  a  transfec;on  agent  and  that  is  nano-graphene,  mostly  combined  with  magne;te  crystals
because then they can increase the infec;on rate with li le biomaterial, by thousands of ;mes and that
means many billions of euros / dollars, because this is "rst and foremost business and absolute power.

Graphene interferes directly  in the biophysical  balance of  the body,  and so the body becomes more
suscep;ble,  accumulates  huge amounts  of  ferri;n,  and at  the same ;me also  reinforces  the famous
magne;c e$ect on the arm of the inoculated, because the ferri;n, instead of being formed by up to 4500
iron atoms, immediately, thanks to the presence of graphene, happens to contain millions of iron atoms
per molecule. 

What most people and many scien;sts do not understand is that it is not so much the graphene, but the
spike proteins, because graphene is a mul;plica;on factor. 

Without viruses, graphene is rela;vely harmless in this small amount (it's the amount that makes the
poison!) because the body, due to its size, over ;me can excrete it as anything that is not its own or
behaves as a noxa in the body. 

The spike proteins are the real enemy, because they cause lack of concentra;on, fa;gue, blood clo/ng
and even death, a0er a while.

But now the good news‼ 

According to proven cases and corroborated by our COMUSAV doctors, it can even be con"rmed that in
corona virus vaccinated pa;ents, CDS is absolutely e$ec;ve. 

Vaccinated pa;ents should follow protocol-C for at least 21 days, as well as protocol-K at the place of the
injec;on. 

It has been found that pa;ents who were previously magne;c recovered, that symptoms disappeared,
and that they no longer had an abnormal magne;c "eld.

CDS also works on the delta variant and all the other variants, because it is an oxidant, which means that
it oxidizes the protein, therefore denaturing it and rendering it harmless. 

So we have to focus on spreading informa;on for the solu;on to the problem, and not just the problem.

All together we can save lives and that is the only thing that ma ers, because spreading bad messages is
not healthy at all. 

With CDS we help save lives! We can all do it before it's too late.…
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